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Abstract



In retent years, it has been recognized that low power density

modalated rf energy can affect the functioning of higher living orgnisms.

In this paper the sparse data generated in the western hemisphere on this

subje,7t is corslelered, the reasons for its sparseness noted, and the

hypotheses on mechanisms that may provide an explanation for the observed

effezts and other poss.ble effects are sketched.



Possible conclusions



with regard to hazards to personnel are then considered.



In recent year:;, there has arisen in the United State- a recognition

that low powered densl'y, modulated rf energy can affect the functioning of

higher living organisms, i.e. mammals.



This recognition is based upon the



relatively small volume of data generated by investigators in the western

hemisphere and the rather large body of data generated by investigators in



the Soviet Union, Czechoslavakia, Hungary, r'.nd Poland.

In an analytical review published six years ago, this writer critically considered the data available up to that time regarding the effect of

rf energy on the functioning of living organisms, particularly neural and



behavioral function (Frey. 1965).



In this paper, the writer will not update



his prior paper by reviewing the rather large and increasing volume of data

that has been generated in the East European countries since then.



There



are several recent reviews of that data available (Dodge, 1969; Library of

Congress, '966) and It will be reviewed again elsewhere in this Issue of the

journal



This paper is Instead Intended to be a selective review of the data

that has bearing on the effects that can be expected to occur in higher

organisms with low level rf energy illumination.



To avoid duplication within



this irsue, the East European data is excluled from this review, except for

occasional necessary reference.



The same restriction applies to the data



reported in the Tri-Services Conferences I.e. most of the data gathered in

this country prior to 1961.



It



can be noted that the Tri-Services Program



data, though much of it is quite good, is largely irrelevant to the topic of

this paper.



What shall be included Is the sparse data on higher organisms that

has been gathered here since the Tri-Services Program, ended.



Much of' it



will be the writer's, since he is the only one of the new generation of
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Investi;ators, (those primarily interested in low level effects) who has

beem active long enough to have published more than one or two papers in the

area.



This data review will be introduced with an answer to the obvious



questions of why the Tri-Service program data is largely irrelevant to this

paper and why the data generated in this country since then is so sparse,

Then to complement the sparse data, data from other



rts that directly



bear on the possible mechanisms for low level effects will be discussed,

particularly those involving the nervous system because so much of the

East European data indicates that it is the system most sensitive to rf

energy.



This discussion of the poz -ble mechanisms is intended to provide



the typotheses needed to interpret present data on low level effects and to

indicate under what conditions and in what manner they ill appear. I will

then conclude with a brief discussion on what conclusions can be drawn from

presently available data on the possible hazards of low level rf energy.

Reasons for the Sparseness of Data

First, let us take up the matter of the lack of relevance of most



of the Tri-Service program data to the topic of this paper and for the

sparseness of the later data gathered in the United States.

There were a number of factors that operated and contributed

to this state of affairs. The first factor resulted from the assumption,

when the Tri-Service program was organized, that the only possible effect

was the"heating" of tinsue.



Some people involved in that program quite



confidently showed by means of equations that neural function could not be

affected by rf energy. About the time of the last Tri-Service conference,

when I first became interested in this area, I can recall being shown on a

chalk board the calculations that "proved" that nerves cannot be affected

by rf energy. The line of reasoning is defective as will be shown later when
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mechanisms are discussed.

Thus, throush the acceptance of a false asswption, the only

nervous system investigation initiated in the Tri-Service program

consisted of a small study in which the investigators were given an

X band transmitter as an rf source.



Since one cannot penetrate the



skin to a significant extent with X '-and energy, the best that cotuld

be done were marginal studies on stimulation of peripheral nerve

endings.

The second factor contributing to the sparseness v_ the data can

be traced to the controversy that developed during the Tri-Service program on the thermal vs non-thermal effects.



A very heated controversy



developed between those who thought that only thermal effects could

occur and those who thought non-therval effects could also occur.



In



general, the investigators were talking past each other because there

never was a common definition of the words thermal and non-thermal,

A third factor was the tendency of the above mentioned investigators to reject East European d"ta for various good and bad reasons.



One reason was due to the differences in tradition in U.S. and

U.S.S.R. biology.



American investigators are oriented to looking for



effects through a microscope.

a somewhat different tradition.



Investigators in the Soviet Union have

They tend to look for eff-cts in



the modification of behavior as reflecting nervous system function.

Since there was no one in the behavioral area substantially involved

in the American program, there was no one who had the background to

evaluate and interpret the significance of the Russian work.



Instead,
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it tended to be di,. 7ilsoed an alici



and uninterpretable.



Another factor Involved in the rejection of the Russian work

was the f.ct that nany of the translations of the Russian work were

inadequato and even



iislsading.



One can easily understnd the



negative vicw of Anorican Investigators who evaluated the work throrh

these translations.



Note should be taken though that some of the Russian



work was of poor quality.

An addltional reason for the ncgative vicw of American Investgators was the fact that the Russians often did not give Infozzticn

in their papers which we feel Is necessary to evaluate the quality

of the research.



Russians working in some other areas alto do not



give sufficient informtion to evaluate and replicate their work.

Whatever the reason, the possibility of replicating experiments

Is very much in question.



It



would seen that an investigator would



have to do as Morrell (1963) did to insure the validity of his repli-



cation. Morrell "replicated" an experiment reported from the U.S.S.R.

involving the application of low current densities to the brain to

induce behavioral effects and obtained negative results.



Shortly



thereafter, he visited the U.S.S.R. and received all the details on

the experiment and upon his return was able to in fact replicate the

experiment and confirm the Russian work.

There were other factors, non-technical faotors that

influenced and limitt



the direction of resoarah,



The vriter will now consider this sparse data. Thu



miw will
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be largely confined to the UHF band since most of the significant

data on low level effects has been obtained using sources in this

band.



In general, knoim low level effects are minimal outside of



this band.



A reason for this can be found in Fig. 1.



Energy at



frequencies within this band tends to penetrate and be deposited



Insert Fig. 1 about here



within the bbdy.



Related to this is the recent observation



(Heath, personal communication, 1970) that there is a narrow group

of frequencies within the UHF band, between the frequencies of 0.910



and 0.930 GHz, which-are particularly stopped by the human head.

The review will also be largely confined to data obtained using



average power densities of less than 20 mw/cm2 .

Now that I have defined what rf efiects data will be reviewed

and the reasons for the selection, I will consider the data itself.

Since most of it has been published and an exhaustive review of it

would be lengthy because of the experimental controls involved,

I shall suaarize the various studies and provide the references



After initial epxloratory work (Frey, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1963a)

and a comprehensive roview of the area (rey,



t965), I initiated a



program to explore the experimental controls necessary and to develop

the techniques and equipment necessary for the study of biological
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function under low power rf energy (Frey, 1966, 1967, 1968, 196 8a,

1968b).



This work was then extended into the study of the nature of



the phenomonen (Prey, 1970, 1970a).



The results of this series of



experiments can be considerod to center about four major themes, i.e.,

experimental controls and techniques, brain function, sensory function,

and heart function.



Although results of the work on experimental



controls and techniques are too extensive to review in detail here,

it is emphasized that these are critical for accurate data collection.

As a sampling, comparative studies of biological data recording

techniques such as the use of various recording electrode systems

in the rf field have been studied.



It was foind that certain convention-



ally used systems yield artifacts as data due to induced currents

stimulating the tissue as well as feeding into the recording preamplifier.



It was found that filtering has limited usefulness and



that lead placement



s of consequence.



New types of recording electrodes



were developed which show excellent characteristics in the rf field

(frey, Frazer, Siefert, and Brish, 19681 Frey, 1967).

were also



Experiments



arried out to develop IR techniques to remotely monitor



the activity of nerves in an rf field.



In this way netral activity



could be monitored with no recording devices In the field (Fraser and



Frey, 1968).



This latter study also had another objective of wider



significance which also has bearing on rf offects (Margineanu and

Noisesou, 1970).

Studies were also made of restraint devices to hold animals

and of the field distorting effects of these devices.



Polystyrene
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head holders were develop.?d for use with cats, teflon and nylon chairs and

restraints were developed in studies with monkeys, and wooden en6losures

and restraints were developed for u- with cats (Frey, 19671 Frey and

Thornton, 1966).



Studies were also carried out using three dimensional field



plots to investigate the effect of the biological object itself on the



field within an echosorb enclosure.



Similar studies were made on the effect



of the field measurem3nt device on the field. Standardized methods of

measurement and reporting of measurements were developed. Experimentation

was also carried out to determine the effect of body position and orienta-



tion on results. Studies were made of shielding materials and their usefulness in experimentation in determining 'qritical areas of the body in illumination with rf energy (Frey, 1967).

It was found that carrier frequency, and the relationship cf the

modulation to the function in its phases are critical in the effect of low

power density rf energy on some functions of higher organisms (Frey, 1962,

1963, 19671 Frey and Siefert, 1968).



For example, perception in the



auditory system can be induced with carrier frequencies that penetrsate the

head but not those that do not penetrate the head, e.g. at 1 GHs but

not at 10 GH.



The auditory system perception cannot be produced unless



the carrier is modulated.

with an



The brain stem responses have not been observed



mrodulated carrier.



The isolated frog heart cannot be driven to



arrhthmia if the rf pulse Impinges upon the heart at the P wave but it can

be so driven if the rf pulse Impinges at the ocourrenc* of the R wave.



It was found that there are critical body areas (Frey, 1967).

Peak rather than average power density was determined to be the more

Important variable in the stuy of the effect of modulated low power

density rf energy on biological functions (Frey, 1962, 1967).



I.
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